Abstract: In a number of our previous papers we have presented interval versions of Runge-Kutta methods (explicit and implicit) in which the step size was constant. Such an approach has required to choose manually the step size in order to ensure an interval enclosure to the solution with the smallest width. In this paper we propose an algorithm for choosing automatically the step size which guarantees the best (i.e., the tiniest) interval enclosure. This step size is determined with machine accuracy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Interval arithmetic (see, e.g., [10, 25, 26, 29] ) realized in floating-point computer arithmetic is a way to estimate two kinds of errors: representation errors of data (some real numbers cannot be represented exactly in floating-point arithmetic) and rounding errors (the difference between the calculated approximation of a number and its exact mathematical value). Using approximate methods we introduce the third kind of errors -the error of method (often called the truncation error, usually defined as the error that results from using an approximation in place of an exact mathematical procedure). Applying interval methods to approximate the solution of the initial value problem in floating-point interval arithmetic (see, e.g., [9] ), we can obtain enclosures of the solution in the form of intervals which contain all possible numerical errors.
Three main kinds of interval methods for solving the initial value problem are known: the methods based on highorder Taylor series (see, e.g., [1, 2, 4, 11, 28] ), explicit and implicit methods of Runge-Kutta type [6, 7, 15, 17, 23, 24, 29] , and explicit and implicit multistep methods [12-14, 16, 17, 29] . So far, only in the first kind of interval methods the step size correction has been applied. In interval methods based on Runge-Kutta methods and in interval multistep methods a constant step size has been used. Although the methods based on high-order Taylor series seem to be most universal, in [20] [21] [22] 24] we have shown that in some cases the interval methods of the second and third kind give better enclosures of solutions.
In this paper we propose an algorithm for finding the optimal step size (taking into account the widths of intervals obtained) for interval methods of Runge-Kutta type. We present an application of this algorithm taking into account an interval method based on the classical Runge-Kutta method of fourth order as an example. But the presented procedure can also be applied to other kinds of interval methods of Runge-Kutta type.
The paper is divided into seven sections. In Sec. II. and III. we shortly recall the well-known conventional Runge-Kutta methods and the classical Runge-Kutta method of fourth order, respectively. An interval version of fourth order Runge-Kutta method [17, 29] is recalled in Sec. IV.. Sec. V. is the main section of this paper, in which we describe an algorithm for finding the optimal step size. In Sec. VI. we present some numerical examples which show the application of this algorithm. In the last section some conclusions are given.
II. RUNGE-KUTTA METHODS
Let us consider the initial value problem
where
As it is well-known, the (explicit) m-stage Runge-Kutta methods for solving the problem (1) are given by the formula [3, 8] 
and 
The local truncation error of step k + 1 for any RungeKutta method of order p can be written in the form
where y(t k +h) and y(t k ) denote the exact solutions at t k +h and t k , respectively, and κ ik (h) is given by (3) for the exact value y(t k ). From the conditions r (l) k+1 (0) = 0 (for l = 1, 2, ..., p) follow the equations for determining the coefficients w i , c i and a ij . Unfortunately, there are fewer equations than the number of unknowns, and usually we consider some special cases. It is known [3, 8] 
III. THE CLASSICAL RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD
One of the most popular Runge-Kutta methods (simply called the Runge-Kutta method) is the four-stage fourth order method of the form
The Butcher table for this method is as follows: The local truncation error is given by the following formula:
The form of ψ(t, y) is rather complicated. Since this form is very important from the point of view of the interval method developed in the next section, below we present the adequate formulas. Denoting (to short the notations)
where l = p + q, and
we have
i .
The derivatives of y with respect to t can be written in the following forms:
t 2 y + 2f
.
IV. AN INTERVAL VERSION OF RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD
Let us denote:
• ∆ t and ∆ y -bounded sets in which the function f (t, y), occurring in (1), is defined, i.e.,
, where an interval extension of the function
we call a function
and where IR denotes the space of real intervals, (8)), and let us assume that:
• the function F (T, Y ) is defined and continuous for all
is monotonic with respect to inclusion, i.e.,
• for each T ⊂ ∆ t and for each Y ⊂ ∆ y there exists a constant Λ > 0 such that
where w (A) denotes the width of the interval A,
is monotonic with respect to inclusion. For t 0 = 0 and y 0 ∈ Y 0 , where the interval Y 0 is given, the interval version of Runge-Kutta method is of the form [17, 29] 
and where h 0 denotes a given number (an initial value of step size). According to the theory of interval Runge-Kutta methods [17, 29] , the step size h of the method (10)- (11) is given by
and where for Y 0 ⊂ ∆ y and y 0 ∈ Y 0 the numbers η i > 0 (i = 2, 3, 4) are such that
and the number η 0 > 0 fulfills the condition
In the above relations we have (according to the Butcher table presented in Sec. III.) c 2 = c 3 = 1/2, c 4 = 1, w 1 = w 4 = 1/6, w 2 = w 3 = 1/3. In [17] we have described a procedure which in interval floating-point arithmetic calculates the number η = t max for any interval Runge-Kutta method (explicit or implicit).
Finally, we divide the interval [0, η] into n parts by the points t k = kh (k = 0, 1, ..., n), whereas the intervals T k , which appear in the method (10)- (11), are selected in such a way that
For the method (10)- (11) we have the following Theorem 1 For the exact solution y(t) of the initial value problem (1) we have
The proof of this theorem can be found in [17, 29] , where one can also find a theorem regarding estimations of w(Y k ).
.., n) are obtained on the basis of the method (10)- (11), then
where Q, R and S denote some nonnegative constants.
The estimation (14) is true for any explicit interval Runge-Kutta method of fourth order (not only for the method (10)- (11)). In the case of the formulas (10)-(11) the constants Q, R and S are as follows (see the proof of the theorem in [17, 29] ):
and where w 1 = w 4 = 1/6, w 2 = w 3 = 1/3, and Λ is a constant occurring in (9).
V. CHANGING THE STEP SIZE IN THE INTERVAL RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD
In conventional Runge-Kutta methods the step size is changed to decrease errors of methods. In case of interval methods these errors are included in interval enclosures of solutions. The only reason to change a given step size for such methods is to decrease the widths of interval enclosures. Since all calculations are performed in floating-point arithmetic which produces rounding errors, for each problem considered there is a step size decreasing of which will not give intervals with smaller widths. A procedure for changing the step size for the method (10)-(11), described below, is based on halving or doubling the size of a given step.
Let h ≤ h 0 be a step calculated from (12) , and let us denote by Y (h) an interval obtained from (10) for k = 0, i.e., at
be an interval obtained at T 1 by an application of (10) two times. According to (14) we have
where we take advantage of
We should consider two cases:
and
In case of (17) we see that by halving step size we do not obtain a better interval (i.e., with a smaller width) at T 1 and we can try to double h. In this case we substitute
and calculate Y 2 × h 2 and Y (h) for this new value of h. If (18) occurs, then the step size h should be halved. We substitute
and find Y 2 × h 2 for the new h.
Doubling h we should always keep h ≤ h 0 in mind. If we halve h, we should take into account the inequalities (16) . Adding these inequalities by sides we have
from which it follows that
Since in a number of examples we have w (Y 0 ) ≈ 0 and w T 1/2 ≈ 0, assuming w (Y 0 ) = 0 and w T 1/2 = 0, from (19) we have
Applying the presented procedure, after a number of steps we observe that halving and doubling the step size h do not decrease the width of interval solution at some T 1 , or h > h 0 , or the inequalities (20) does not hold. In all these case we accept the interval obtained with the last correct h. This procedure (presented in part A of block diagram in Fig. 1) gives us only the information that the correct step size h is within the interval h 2 , 2h , but there can exist a step size h such that
for which the width of Y is smaller. With a machine accuracy eps we are able to find such an h in the interval [h, 2h] for which the width of Y is w 1 (part B in Fig. 1 ) and such an h in the interval h 2 , h with the width of Y equals w 1 (part C in Fig. 1 ). If w 1 = w 1 , we substitute h := h + h /2 and repeat part A with this new step size. Otherwise (w 1 = w 1 ), the obtained h is the optimal step size (according to the machine accuracy and because of h ≥ h ). It means that the width of interval Y h is the smallest.
The above procedure may be applied for the next integration steps, i.e., for k > 0. Since w (Y k+1 ) ≥ w (Y k ), which follows immediately from (10), and taking into account the expense of the described algorithm, for k > 0 we propose to use the constant step size obtained in the first integration step, i.e., for k = 0. Although we have considered only the fourth order interval Runge-Kutta method, the same algorithm can be applied to other interval methods of Runge-Kutta type (explicit and implicit -see, e.g., [ In fact, we have presented our algorithm only for onedimensional initial value problems, but it can be easily extended to systems of ordinary differential equations (interval methods of Runge-Kutta type for a system of equations have been presented, among others, in [7] , [17] and [23] ). In this case the inequalities (17) and (18) should be replaced by
respectively, where N denotes the number of equations in the system.
VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In the examples presented below we have used our own implementation of floating-point interval arithmetic in Delphi Pascal. This implementation has been written in the form of a unit called IntervalArithmetic32and64 (the current version of this unit is presented in [18] ). This unit takes advantage of the Delphi Pascal floating-point Extended type. All programs written in Delphi Pascal for the examples presented can be found in [19] . The first two examples concern a commonly used test problem with a known exact solution. For the third example the exact solution is unknown, but we compare our results with those obtained by a method based on variable order Taylor series.
VI. 1. Example 1
At first, let us consider the following simple initial value problem:
with the exact solution y = exp(0.5t). Let us assume
where x denotes the largest machine number less or equal to x (similarly, by x we will denote the smallest machine number greater or equal to x). We can find that M = 0.003, and on the basis of (13) for h 0 = 0.05 we have t max = η ≈ 1.9866. It appears that for h < h 0 and for the first integration step, the algorithm presented in Fig. 1 gives the optimal step size h = 7.66261590758908911E-4. This step size is obtained regardless of whether the starting step size h is slightly or much smaller/greater than the final step size h (see Tab. 1-4). Using optimal step size we obtain interval solutions presented in Tab 
2.6993202984410801E+0000]
with the widths approximately equal to 1.79E-15 and 1.88E-15, respectively. Both these widths are greater than the widths of intervals obtained with the optimal step size. Obviously, in each case the exact solution is within the interval enclosure obtained.
All calculations have been carried out on a computer with Intel R Core TM i7-5500U CPU@ 2.40 GHz processor. To find the optimal step size this computer needed about 1:28 min (1 minute and 28 seconds), while all other calculations (to achieve t max with this optimal step size, i.e., to execute 2592 integration steps) lasted 27:57 min, approximately.
VI. 2. Example 2
In Example 1 we have found the optimal step size only for the first integration step, and then we have used this step size as a constant one for further steps. Although the procedure for step size changing is very expensive, it may be interesting to see how the step size changes in further steps.
Thus, let us consider the same initial value problem as in Example 1 (with the same additional data), but now let us apply the presented algorithm in each integration step. The changes of step size in the interval [0, t max ] are showed in Fig. 2 , and the interval enclosures obtained are presented in Tab. 6. Fig. 2 . Changes of step size during calculations From Fig. 2 it follows that there is no regularity in step size changes. We can only observe that the values of step size fluctuate more for greater t, i.e., for further integration steps. It may be interesting that the mean value of step size on the whole integration interval [0, t max ] equals 6.28E-4, approximately, which differs insignificantly from the optimal step size for the first integration step (≈ 7.66E-4). On the other hand, comparing the results in the last lines in Tab. 5 and 6, we see that applying the algorithm for step size changing in each integration step brings in small profit (taking into account the widths of intervals obtained). Obviously, the calculation time is much larger in this case and to achieve t max (in 3162 integration steps) we need 19021:00 min, approximately, i.e., more than 13 days (compare with 1:28 + 27:57 min in Example 1).
In Examples 1 and 2 a lot of derivatives f l t p y q (l = p+q), which are needed to find Ψ (T k , Y k ), are equal to zero (only f (1) y equals 0.5). In Example 3 we consider a problem in which all these derivatives are different from zero.
VI. 3. Example 3
For the initial value problem (the problem A5 from [5] , p. 23)
Tab. 1. Finding the optimal step size for initial h = 0.0006
Step
Step size considered (part of algorithm) 
let us take
For these data and the method (10)- (11) Tab. 2. Finding the optimal step size for initial h = 0.0008
The width of this interval is equal to 1.34E-14. Thus, our method gives better enclosure, but -on the other handthe VNODE-LP package gives a result very quickly.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Until now, interval Runge-Kutta methods (explicit and implicit) have been considered only with a constant time step. This step size (h) has been chosen in such a way that 0 < h ≤ h 0 , where h 0 denotes some given step size for which the error of interval method is determined (see (10)- (11) for details). Although from the theory of interval RungeKutta methods it follows that one can use any h which fulfils the inequalities 0 < h ≤ h 0 , we usually search for such an h which guarantees that the intervals obtained have the smallest widths. So far, the only way to find such an h has been based on a number of trials to apply the considered interval methods for different values of h.
In this paper we have presented an algorithm giving the optimal step size for the next (for the first at the beginning of calculations) integration step in interval RungeKutta methods. The optimal step size means the step size which gives a resulting interval with the smallest width. Although our algorithm can be applied in each integration step, Tab. 4. Finding the optimal step size for initial h = 0.01
